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Preface

The objective of the INNORISK project was to improve companies’ long-term ability to renew their business especially

by future-orientated innovation process model producing precise solutions to the market. With the INNORISK model

companies will be provided with competition benefits and the directed quick launch, which will enable profitable

growth in transition periods with no breaks in operational continuance.

The focus at the project has been the development work in a close co-operation with case companies from different

businesses. The model was developed and tested not only in different companies and industries but also in different

cultures. CoFi researcher visited South America for three months in spring 2007 and VTT researcher in California for

5 weeks in spring 2008. Cooperation with U.S. research group was organized as a seminar week in Finland in summer

2006. The elements of the INNORISK model were also evaluated in web survey sent both to researcher groups and

companies in Tekes Liito Program to achieve the goals of the project, which were towards new solutions both in

practice in near future and also in the future beyond.

This report is an edited volume of the main results achieved in INNORISK project. In Chapter 1 the objectives and

focus of the project are presented according to the original research plan written by Tarja Meristö and Pekka Maijala

at the end of the year 2005.  In Chapter 2 the integration of futures research methodology and foresight tools to

innovation process are described as a result of the work of CoFi Team at Åbo Akademi University, written by Jukka

Laitinen, Sami Leppimäki, Hanna Tuohimaa and Tarja Meristö. Chapter 3, written by Jaakko Paasi, Pekka Maijala, Tuija

Luoma, Pasi Valkokari and Sirra Toivonen, focuses on the results achieved at VTT, the research partner developing

INNORISK model especially for new business development and commercialization process in the early stage towards

a new technological solution. Chapter 4 concludes the work through INNORISK model evaluation based on the www-

survey among partners in the business as well as in the research field from the LIITO programme, written by CoFi

Team at Åbo Akademi University. At the beginning of the project, also Riitta Molarius from VTT were involved in the

INNORISK research team and her contribution is reported in the earlier research papers.

We want to thank all the contributors in the academic community and business life, who helped us to work through

this long-lasting path to the end. We specially want to express our gratitude to the Tekes Liito programme and its

programme manager Ilpo Ihanamäki as well as its coordinator Hanna Lehtimäki for the constructive support during

the whole project. Advertising Agency Satumaa in Turku reserves also our warmest thanks for the creative and joyful

cooperation during the whole project.

Innovation intensive development is the only way not only to survive but to be successful in an open world. Muddling

through this recession will give companies hopefully also a good chance to re-organize not only their operations but

thinking processes. The INNORISK model will give the first step towards the future!

Turku, March 2009

Tarja Meristö
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Glossary

Challenge Management Management and control of an innovation process in order to create business operations in a manner

that takes changes in the operational environment into account (threats or opportunities).

Conceptualisation Seeing the solution model of a product or service as a whole, but in broad outline before the 

final product or service solution.

Foresight Multi-science mapping of future alternatives and timing from the actor’s point of view.

Futures Research Multi-science research that studies the present from an interest in knowing the future and 

combines intuition with documented information.

INNORISK model An operational model that combines future research, technological forecasts, business concepts and

risk management into one package, and supports the flexible operational methods towards innovations.

Innovation A new concept that can be commercialised and is significantly better than an earlier solution.

The innovation can relate to products, services, technologies, business and organisational models, 

operational processes or operational methods.

Innovation Process A managed systematic operational method with which innovations are produced.

New Technology Technology that is based on new ground research or applies previously unused information to the 

application target in question.

PESTE-analysis Division of collected information into political, economic, social, technological, and environmental 

factors. The aim of the PESTE-analysis is to collect the probable driving forces, signs of change and 

weak signals to map the changes in the future operational environment.

Portfolio Management Activities which aim to ensure that an on-going set of new product development projects are 

likely to provide the anticipated returns, are responsive to the company’s business strategy, and 

reflect the best possible utilisation of resources.

Risk Combination of frequency or probability of a defined event and its consequences. The defined event

may be recognised or imaginable.

Risk Management Utilisation of management principles, procedures and practices in order to analyse risks, assess 

significances and actively control.

Scenario A internally consistent, plausible and logical story of the future, which illustrate the development 

from the present towards the possible future and vice versa.

Strategic Focus Selection of the product, service, technology or business models from all alternatives in a manner 

that corresponds to the requirements of the future operational environment and strategic guidelines.

Visionary Concept Future-oriented concepts that are based on the future market needs identified in the scenarios.

6
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1. Introduction

TARJA MERISTÖ1, PEKKA MAIJALA2

1Corporate Foresight Group CoFi / Åbo Akademi University

Joukahaisenkatu 3-5 A, FI-20520 Turku, Finland

E-mail: firstname.lastname@abo.fi

2VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland,

P.O. Box 1300, FI-33101 Tampere, Finland

E-mail: firstname.lastname@vtt.fi

ABSTRACT - The INNORISK operational model will provide companies with a functional tool for controlled forecasting

of radical future solutions, and research communities and other innovation system operators will receive new methods

for unprejudiced development of business competence and a needs-based innovation process model. The result is

an innovation process model with which society will be able to fulfill its obligations because the use of the INNORISK

model will give birth to new business competence resulting in financial growth.

The INNORISK project was a 3-year project in Tekes' LIITO technology programme. The Project was coordinated by

Corporate Foresight Group CoFi  at  Åbo Akademi University with its partner VTT. During the project six business cases

were implemented with different companies. The model developed in the project is divided into six sections, although

the model in practice is a process. The most critical thing is how to manage all the challenges in the course of time

without losing the creativity and open mindness in the work.

Keywords: challenge management, business concepts, innovation

The Research Approach and Goals

The future is uncertain but it includes many opportunities companies can achieve today. Successful utilization of the

opportunities requires making different alternative future scenarios, assessment of our operational alternatives in

different scenarios and development of new product, service and business concepts in order to implement the

operational alternatives in practice. This kind of working will produce innovations that are substantially better than

the existing solutions or that will bring up completely new functions and provide useful solutions for them.

Working with alternative futures and scenarios involves risk management, which is used to map the sources and

extent of future uncertainties as well as risks related to the implementation of future results.

The objective of the INNORISK project was to improve the long-term abilities of companies to rejuvenate and renew,

and the focus and fit of innovations by developing an operational model that will combine the futures research,

scenario working and risk management approaches with the innovation process. The INNORISK operational model

provides companies competitive benefits, for instance, with the directed quick launch, which will enable profitable

growth in transition periods without disrupting the operational continuance.
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The INNORISK operational model provides companies a functional tool for controlled forecasting of radical future

solutions, and research communities and other innovation system operators have access to new methods for

unprejudiced development of business competence and a needs-based innovation process model.

Figure 1.1 Focus of the INNORISK project, the management of new business opportunities, risks and uncertainties.

The importance of innovations and innovation management is recognised in companies, research institutes and the

whole of society. Most innovations will not achieve commercial success, as a matter of fact, most innovations fail.

On the other hand, companies that dot not innovate, or pursue new lines of businesses, will most likely sooner or

later face great economic crisis, and perhaps die.

Innovations are often classified as incremental and radical according to changes in business environment resulting

from the innovation (e.g. Morone, 1993, Utterback, 1994, Leifer et al., 2000). Usually innovations are incremental,

since they have gradual enhancements or feature upgrades compared to existing products, services, processes or

business models. As a matter of fact, it is often hard to say when the question is about ‘new innovation’ and when

about ‘product upgrade’. Quite often incremental innovations allow an organisation to keep on its current approach

to target markets. That is, they do not create new lines of business, nor do they create completely new markets for

an existing product or service. In this case, the objective of a company is to strengthen their competitive edge in

current markets with slightly improved product features (Christensen and Raynor, 2003).

Radical innovations, by contrast, correspond to disruptive change. The disruptive change can be related to technology,

markets, society, or all of them (Meristö et. al., 2001). An innovation can be said to be radical when it has the potential

to produce one or more of the following: (a) an entirely new set of performance features, (b) improvements in known

performance features of five times or greater, or (c) a significant (30 percent or greater) reduction of cost (Leifer et

al, 2000). A radical innovation significantly changes supply and demand conditions in a market. Radical innovations

create new lines of business. The introduction of consumer digital photography is a good example of a radical

innovation that caused major disruptive technological and social changes. Such major disruptive changes are rare;

but smaller scale disruptive changes, affecting primarily the business of a single company, happen frequently.
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The creation of completely new, perhaps radical, business is not easy and the situation becomes even more challenging

when it is a question of business renewal of a mature company. The recognition of radical opportunities, required

for the business renewal, rarely fit with companies' current business strategies and may, therefore, be neglected or

even rejected. Uncertainties related to new markets or new technology further increases the difficulty in decision

making, where one has to take into account also the time span in which markets operate in the short term whereas

technology R&D could last for years. All these call for a practical approach which helps to improve the long-term

abilities of companies to renew their business. What is said above for the renewal of mature companies applies as

well for entrepreneurs creating a new business. Entrepreneurship starts from an opportunity of a new business and

calls for tools and methods in order to manage risks related to future uncertainties.

Table 1.1. Cases of INNORISK project (see also INNORISK research reports 2006, 2008).

Big company in
machine
engineering industry

long (2020)

development of
technology

foresight of
operational
environment (focus
in  technology)

PESTE-analysis,
scenario filter model,
technology
roadmaps

technology
scenarios, business
area specific action
alternatives

linkages between
foresight and
strategic planning

guidance of R&D
activities, starting
points for concept
development

ACTOR

TIME SPANN

CASE FOCUS

FOCUS IN RELATION
TO MODEL
DEVELOPMENT

METHODS

RESULTS

RESULTS TO MODEL
DEVELOPMENT

USABILITY

Group of small
companies in
entertainment
business

short, medium and
long (2007, 2010
and 2020)

new markets and
new concept
development

identification of
new market needs,
concept
development and
commercialization

PESTE-analysis,
scenario building,
concept
development,
user research,
market research

market and user
information, new
concepts, piloting,
commercialization
plan

co-operation of
companies

new product
concepts and
ideas for further
development

Research company
in forest industry

long (2020, 2025)

development of
technology,
business area
specific examination

foresight of
operational
environment (focus
in  technology),
information
collection

PESTE-analysis,
scenario building,
automated
information
scanning and
collection

scenarios of
operational
environment,
focus area specific
analysis, information
collection system
and database

industry specific
analysis of
scenarios,
information
collection

guidance for
BI-activities

Big company in
technology industry

medium
(2012-2015)

new customer
needs and new
technology

new business
opportunities and
assessment of
related technologies

technology roadmap
and technology
assessment,
customer need
analysis, network
analysis

product features
corresponding
identified
customer needs,
key technologies,
new concepts

opportunities of
new technology
combined with
future customer
needs

new product concept
for partially new
customers,
management of
uncertainty in
decision making

Medium sized
company 1

medium
(2012-2015)

new customer
needs and guiding
of product
development to
meet the new
demands

insight on
coordination of
company’s
innovation strategy

technology roadmap,
methods for
enhancing
management of
development
projects (value,
balance, resources)

justification and
criteria for decision
making for selection
of new product
development
projects

experience on
implementing
strategic guidance to
company’s
innovation activity

management of
uncertainty in
decision making
concerning guidance
of R&D activities

Medium sized
company 2

long (2020)

new customer
needs and new
technologies

concept
development based
on foresight

technology roadmap,
customer need
analysis, Opportunity
Balance Matrix,
concept
development

identification of
customer needs,
key technologies,
new concepts

experience on
concept
development,
identification of
critical decision
making points

new products for
existing customers

CoFi/ÅA’s research cases VTT’s research cases
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Challenge Management
Opportunies & Risks

Trends, e. g. PESTE
Basic Research

Ideas Innovation
Opportunities

Technology
Road Maps

Futures

Research R & D Commercialization

Recources

Market Needs

Customer Values

Business Growth

Competition

Scenarios

Development Impulses

Foresight Concepts
Market Research

Strategy

The objective of the INNORISK model has been in developing tools and methods for companies in order to support

the decision making related to the taking of existing technologies into new markets, the development of new

technologies for existing markets, or the creation of new technologies in new markets. The word 'new' can here

mean either new-to-the-company or new-to-the-world. In short, the INNORISK model is supporting companies in

stepping out of the box of current business.

Figure 1.2. concludes the elements and process of the INNORISK model. The main elements are Futures Research,

Foresight, Concept Creation, Strategic Focus, Market Analysis and Challenge Management.

Figure 1.2. The framework of INNORISK model. © CoFi and VTT, 2006.



Innovation management considers the entire life cycle of a product/service, the duration of which may vary from a

few months to dozens of years, depending on the field. The INNORISK approach, where technological competence

and risk management covering the entire life cycle is combined with future forecasts at the initial stages of the

innovation process, will provide companies with different alternatives for introducing the innovation and distributing

risks between different alternatives. As well as the traditional objective of risk management for identifying threats,

the INNORISK model also brings to the fore another important aspect – opportunity management. The question often

is: What do we want to see? The INNORISK model will not only expand our ability to see, but it will also help in

strategically focusing and directing the limited resources in a purposeful manner. General view on the research work

conducted in the INNORISK -project is illustrated in the Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3. General view on the research work conducted in the INNORISK -project.
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2. Broadening the scope of the innovation process

TARJA MERISTÖ, SAMI LEPPIMÄKI, JUKKA LAITINEN, HANNA TUOHIMAA

Corporate Foresight Group CoFi / Åbo Akademi University

Joukahaisenkatu 3-5 A, FI-20520 Turku, Finland

E-mail: firstname.lastname@abo.fi

ABSTRACT - Futures research and foresight activities have several advantages: they create flexibility to the strategy,

support risk management and generate ideas for innovations. By utilizing the foresight activity to support the innovation

process the company can create readiness, competences and agility to its innovation process. The role of foresight

activity is to offer the essential information concerning the future development to the innovation process. The foresight

process can be divided into four main stages, which are 1) information collection, 2) information processing, 3)

structuring alternative futures, and 4) selecting/evaluating alternative futures. Each of these four stages includes

several tools and methods which can be chosen case-specifically. One of the most essential methods is scenario

analysis, which supports the innovation process by illustrating the alternative future developments related to market

potential and needs, societal requirements and technological feasibility. The utilization of scenarios in creating visionary

concepts for the future operational environment enables the company to prepare itself for the future challenges in

a more profound way. The visionary concepts are future oriented concepts that are based on the future market needs

identified in the scenarios. Thereby, they are not concepts merely reflecting the currently visible markets but they

reflect the future needs of the customers. The visionary concepts clarify the future market, societal and technological

development for the creation for successful product, service or business concepts. This way they enhance the company’s

ability to respond to the future challenges. Also the company’s agility to seize on the new opportunities is improved.

Keywords: Future research, foresight, innovation, scenario, visionary concept

2.1. The importance of foresight

Futures research involves collecting information on the future systematically, and building and describing alternative

futures as credibly and comprehensively as possible. A long time-span, typically in the order of decades, is characteristic

of futures research (Bell, 1997). The work produces alternative future images or scenarios as the result. The scenarios

are consistent, credible and logical future manuscripts, which also illustrate the development from the present to the

future. The scenarios help to identify those alternative development paths that are neither preferable nor probable.

The future cannot be inspected without values and principles - some alternatives will be deemed to be more attractive

than others. Futures research is not objective; the aim is to advance the desired future or avoid threats in the future,

and the criteria are dependent on the observer. Even though the future and related information cannot be predicted

precisely and the future is not predefined, it is important to remember that actors can influence to the future through

their own selections and actions.
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Foresight utilises the information produced by futures research, but the point of view is specified at the operational

level. Foresight forwards them to the decision-making stage, and thus has an influence on the future development.

The focus is on critical areas for the actor and their timing. Central aspects of foresight include the recognition and

analysis of scenario areas critical to the company's operation. These kinds of critical areas may be technological

development, changes in markets and customers, or changes in legislation and regulations in the field. In addition,

the relationship of the built scenarios and their timing should be defined. Thus the business potential of different

scenarios can be inspected from the companies' point of view. The effects of the future scenarios, both positive and

negative, should also be identified. In addition to the business operations, attention should be paid to the assessment

of the effects of the scenarios; considering the R&D operations and resources.

Foresight is used to link together the current status, strategy and scenarios of the operational environment. It is

important to describe and specify the effects of different scenarios on the company and recognise the critical areas.

Thus the effects of the changes in the outside world for the company's operations in the future can be identified.

Foresight also creates the basis for market research and analysis. In practice, there may be a need for several iterations

between the future research, foresight and market research phases in order to be able to ensure the comprehensiveness

of the process. The results of the foresight enable the future conceptualisation by highlighting conceptualisation

themes. In addition, it creates the basis of the strategic discussions made, i.e. the creation of strategy for different

scenarios (operational alternatives in different scenarios).

Scenario working is a method within the field of futures research. Scenario working includes mapping alternative

futures, identifying factors and development paths leading to different future outcomes. The action scenario approach

incorporates also the evaluation of the significance of the scenarios for the user. Finally, based on the evaluation

necessary actions are suggested.

The action scenario approach ((c) Tarja Meristö 1991) consists of six consecutive stages:

I. Who and where are we?

II. What are the possible worlds?

III. Where can we go and how?

IV. Where do we decide to go?

V. Choice of strategy

VI. Action plan

The quality of scenarios is not measured by the ability to reveal the future outcomes but by the ability to affect the

decisions that are made. Even good scenarios will not be useful if no actions will be based on them. Scenarios are

a part of the strategic planning process that has to be an on-going activity.

In summary, future research and foresight activities have several advantages:

1) they create flexibility to the strategy

2) support risk management and

3) generate ideas for innovations.
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2.2. Connections to strategic decision making

Excellent SWOT is a future orientated SWOT analysis which emphasizes the changes of operating

environment (threats and opportunities) from future’s point of view. It also analyses how companies

could take advantage of future challenges by removing their weaknesses and developing their

strengths. Applying Excellent SWOT for a set of alternative scenarios is a convenient way to interlink

the future and foresight activities to the company’s strategy work. Scenario-wise SWOT analyses

help outlining the principles of what has to be done in any case and what has to be done in the

different alternatives. It is also necessary to examine the effects on all operations within a company

(Meristö et. al. 2007).

Defining strategy is an important phase in the innovation process of the company. The innovation

process has to be linked to the strategy, and furthermore, strategy has to be linked to the future

operating environment and its challenges. When implementing the strategy it is important to build

up a monitoring system for the operating environment. One way to do this is to generate specific

indicators for each scenario, so called signposts. The signposts are time-bound events for each

scenario which are helping to recognize which scenario is coming up. Usually the monitoring

system is connected to the business intelligence system of the company. In smaller companies

the monitoring can be done by following up the media and interest groups systemically.

The choice of the most desirable scenario depends on the actor’s capability and will of risk-taking

and the actor’s vision of the future. Different roles of decision makers are described in Table 2.1.

Regardless of the choice of the scenario it is important to bear in mind that the other scenarios

do not seize to exist. On the contrary, the actor has to follow up the realisation of the other

scenarios.

1. Forecaster
– follow the most probable line

6. Slaughter animal (beef cattle)
– ”wait and hope”

3. Risk-avoider
– create the strategy working in each scenario

2. Risk-taker
– choose scenario with the best outcomes

5. Master of the Future
– create the future of your own by alliances and precise action

4. Realist
– create flexibility for the scenarios not selected

Table 2.1. The role of the decision maker. (c) Tarja Meristö 1991.
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Depending on their risk profiles companies can exploit future opportunities actively or defend their current position

by following others passively. An offensive strategy means proactive, aggressive strategy in which future opportunities

of each scenario are exploited maximally even if the risks are increasing. A defensive option describes a reactive

strategy in which companies are preparing themselves to future threats and keeping risks low.

Innovation is by definition a new idea which has been taken into use in the market place because of its superior

ability compared to the previous solutions. Innovations may be incremental or radical. Radical innovations usually

have consequences which are not possible to foresee or estimate. These include not only the consequences in the

specific field of application, but also unforeseeable new applications and, of course, the timing of the outputs. A radical

innovation is by definition unique. It gives the company a competitive position without competition - at least for the

short period of time, before the competitors will follow and adopt the radical innovation in their use. At this point, it

is no more a radical innovation but only a part of the normal business environment. For a certain period of time a

radical innovation can provide a unique position in the market and give an exceptional profit to the player having it

as a competitive advantage. A notable issue is that a radical innovation is not necessarily technically the most advanced

but is by nature a solution combining customer- and social needs as well as usability and easy access. Radical

innovations seem to be a result of many aspects, which are sometimes fuzzy set with no rational phases or path

from beginning to the end.

When developing innovations processes, the rethinking of strategic positioning as a whole might be needed. The

rationalization of the innovation process and complying it with the new business creation is important. A process

innovation needs a lot of ideas but a very tight screening system related to the company’s future view. It is not only

important what to do, but how and how fast you can act compared to the competitors. When enhancing the timing

of actions and operations the companies need accurate information concerning the relevant future uncertainties. This

consists of processing information of future scenarios, market needs, foresights and weak signals for the successful

definition of novel concepts. Thereby, conceptualisation makes new market needs concrete for further development.
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2.3. Foresight tools used in the innovation process

The innovation process consists of several iterative phases. The foresight activities are concentrating on the early phases of

the innovation process. The foresight process can be divided into four main stages, which are 1) information collection, 2)

information processing, 3) structuring alternative futures, and 4) selecting/evaluating alternative futures (see Figure 2.1).

Each of these four stages includes several tools and method which can be chosen case-specifically (Meristö et. al. 2008)

Figure 2.1. Foresight activity in the context of innovation process. © Tarja Meristö, 2009.
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The motivation for using cross-impact analysis is that there are usually strong interactions between technological events

and social developments. The cross-impact analysis can be used to assess the likelihood that any given event or development

will occur taking account the interaction with other events. The cross-impact analysis is widely used and has applications

in many areas, e.g. institutional change, organizational goals, communication capability, computer capabilities etc. The cross-

impact analysis provides information for scenario building.

In addition, extrapolative methods, such as trend analysis, can be used to support the foresight process. Although extrapolative

methods have their limitations in the long time range examination, they are useful in providing basic understanding of the

future developments. Moreover, they are reliable, objective, inexpensive and can easily be automated. Thereby, especially

trend analysis is widely used in the technological forecasting. However, trend extrapolations should be used in combination

with intuitive methods, such as the Delphi method and scenarios (Turoff & Linstone, 2002).

In the structuring of the alternative futures the scenario method is the main tool. Scenarios are a way to summarize the

results of the futures research and the whole foresight process. The results can be either quantitative or qualitative by nature.

Scenarios are illustrations of the future, by which it is possible to estimate the probability, plausibility and desirability of

alternative future developments.  Scenarios should be internally consistent, plausible and logical stories of the future, which

illustrate the development from the present towards the possible future (usually 10 – 20 years). The possible world is not

a steady state but a cross-section of some possible developments at a certain moment. The possible world can be reached

by different paths. The paths can be at different times i.e. the development speed is relative and the time is determined

by events. One key mission of the scenarios is to present different alternatives for futures development. Therefore, 4 to 6

different scenarios are usually built at the same time. In the scenarios even those neither desirable nor probable, though

possible alternative development paths are considered (Van der Heijden, 1996).

One of the main benefits of scenario building is its proactiveness i.e. long-range approach from outside to inside. By using

scenarios it is possible to a illustrate wild range of alternatives and thereby form a holistic view of the future. As scenario

building is an action-oriented activity, it helps to link the foresight results directly to the strategy process of the company.

Scenarios are also a good way to examine the interaction between market, society and technology i.e. supply/ demand

–perspectives. A successful scenario building process requires decision support systems including indicators and barometers

connected to monitoring of the scenarios. In addition, the actual decision-makers have to be involved in the process in order

it to be efficient. The tacit knowledge of the key persons has to be accepted as part of the information base. The downsides

of scenario building are that it requires long term development work and commitment (time-consuming).

In the selecting / evaluating alternative futures, the linkages between scenarios, a company’s strategy and business areas

are evaluated. With the future scenarios the company has an insight concerning its own operational environment. By using

scenarios the company can test and refine its strategic thinking. The key questions are how the company can survive in

each of the scenarios and how it can seize the opportunities embedded in them. The scenarios may require radically different

strategies.

By utilizing the foresight activities to support the innovation process the company can create readiness, competences and

agility to its innovation process. The role of foresight activities is to offer the essential information concerning the future

development to the innovation process. The results of the scenario building have to be in a sufficient level of detail suitable

for exploitation in the concept development. All in all, the scenarios support the innovation process by illustrating the

alternative future developments related to market potential and needs, societal requirements and technological feasibility

(Meristö et. al. 2006).
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2.4. Precise innovations vs. visionary concepts

Traditionally the scenarios contribute to the strategic thinking of the company. The most probable base scenario forms

the basis for the strategy to be executed. As the other alternative scenarios also have to be taken into account the

strategic flexibility is achieved. However, the scenarios can be utilized more diversely in the company’s operations.

Especially the use of scenarios in the concept development of the company opens up totally new possibilities. The

utilization of scenarios in creating visionary concepts suitable for the future operational environment enables a company

to prepare itself for the future challenges in a more profound way (Kokkonen et. al. 2005). The visionary concepts

are future oriented concepts that are based on the future market needs identified in the scenarios. Thereby, they are

not concepts merely reflecting the currently visible markets. Instead, the visionary concepts clarify the future market,

societal and technological development essential for the creation for successful product, service or business concepts.

The visionary concepts highlight the main characteristics of each of the scenario in a product or business level. The

main features of the visionary concepts reflect the future needs of the customers. Thereby, the key themes and issues

to the company’s current research and development agenda can be derived directly from the visionary concepts

(Laitinen et. al. 2008).

The visionary concepts contribute to the strategic thinking of the company and enable the more effective guidance

of the company’s research and development activity. In this sense most of the visionary concepts are not realized

as actual products as such. Still, some of today’s visionary concepts may well lead concepts for further development.

They might eventually be tomorrow’s products or business concepts. If one of the scenarios comes true in full, the

related visionary concepts may be in the threshold of product development today and eventually commercialized in

the near future. As the company has had a lot of time for research and development in the visionary concept level,

it will be able to produce precise innovation for the markets at a very fast pace (Leppimäki et. al. 2008).
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All in all, the scenarios and related visionary concepts create awareness to the company concerning the future market

needs, societal requirements and technological feasibility. This way they enhance the company’s ability to respond

to future challenges. Also the company’s agility to seize on the new opportunities is improved.

Based on our experiences during the project we have remodeled the INNORISK framework into a new form called

the Innovation Wheel. It illustrates the interaction between foresight efforts, concept generation and strategic thinking

(Figure 4.1). It sees a successfully commercialized innovation as resulting from high market value, technological

feasibility and social acceptance. The future research and foresight methods act as roadmaps for the future. Thus,

they define the uncertainty, the scale, the timing and the direction of the future. This enables better risk management

throughout the whole innovation process.

Figure 2.3. The Innovation Wheel. © Sami Leppimäki & Tarja Meristö 2007.
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3. Uncertainty management in the front end of innovation development
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ABSTRACT – When companies are creating new business – or innovations – they are also stepping towards an unknown

future, which includes several uncertainties. Therefore, the management of uncertainty in the development of

technological innovations has been studied with a focus in the fuzzy front end stage of innovation development

process. The development of innovations, which will be new to the company or even new to the world, is always

very challenging and risky because of uncertainty in many aspects of the development and commercialization

processes. Tools and procedures used for the management of incremental innovation development, exploiting current

lines of business, may not give much help in the case where one aims to deliver a product, process or service with

unprecedented performance features.

The new business development cases presented in this paper represents all different approaches. All cases

started from an idea of new business opportunity, but the operative development of new innovation (business)

applied totally different approach for uncertainty management: one case followed the traditional approach in where

concept development was succeeded by new product development, in one case the technology of innovation was

already available in-house but the new business creation required new kind of strategic offering planning for the

company and in one case new technology necessary for the new business was taken over by an acquisition.

This paper also describes a risk management based practical approach in supporting the decision-making

of commercialisation related issues in the front end. The linkage of the front end and commercialisation phases of

the innovation process is important in order assure that the opportunities and uncertainties related to commercialisation

are taken into consideration during the first steps of the new business creation.

Keywords: Uncertainty Management, Fuzzy Front End, Radical Innovation, Innovation Management,

New Business Development.

3.1. Introduction

The importance of innovations and innovation management as a source of economic growth, competitiveness and

wellbeing is almost universally recognized today. Also recognized is the fact that most innovations will not achieve

commercial success, as a matter of fact, most innovations fail. New business creation obviously involves stepping

towards an unknown future, involving a plethora of uncertainties. Renewal of the business, however, is the key for

the long term success of companies. Companies rarely die for the making of wrong movements occasionally. It is

more likely that companies will not be successful in the future if they go on too long with the strategy fitting for

the needs of today.
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The starting point for the creation of a new line of business - or an innovation - is the recognition of new business

opportunity. The opportunity can be, for instance, a new product or service, a new material, a new market or a new

method of production. The recognition of new business opportunities, in itself, is not easy and the situation becomes

even more difficult when it is a question of business renewal of mature company. Radical ideas, required for the

business renewal, rarely fit with companies' current business strategies and may, therefore, be neglected or even

rejected. Uncertainties related to new markets or new technology further increases the difficulty in decision making,

where one has to take into account also the time span in which markets operate in the short term whereas technology

R&D could last for years. All these call for a practical approach which helps to improve the long-term abilities of

companies to renew their business. What is said above for the renewal of mature companies applies as well for

entrepreneurs creating a new business. Entrepreneurship starts from an opportunity of a new business and calls for

tools and methods in order to manage risks related to future uncertainties.

In 2005 VTT performed a large interview study of innovation management practice in which 43 managers were

interviewed from 12 major companies and public organizations in Finland (Kettunen et al, 2007). The study revealed

the following generalizations about the innovation process:

a) new product development is well structured and controlled, but

b) early concept and design (i.e. front end of innovation process) is unstructured and uncontrolled.

The reason for (a) may be the well developed theory of new product development (Ullrich and Eppinger, 2004, and

Cooper and Edgett, 2005). For the beginning of the process (the front end), there is no similar well established theory.

In some proposals the front end process is linear like the product development process (Ullrich and Eppinger, 2004,

and Cooper and Edgett, 2005, Kettunen et al 2007), other models emphasize the complex and iterative nature of

the front end (Orihata and Watanabe, 2000, Koen et al, 2002, Dorval and Lauer, 2004). Authors’ proposal for the

innovation development model, with an emphasis on the front end activities, is given in Figure 3.1 (Paasi et al.

2008a). The development of new innovation usually starts from an idea of a new business opportunity but, what

follows, is more or less fuzzy until the idea has been elaborated so much that the actual product development work

can start. However, the fact that it is fuzzy does not make it unmanageable. In the front end, the operational work

is strongly connected to strategic decision making (Paasi 2008b). Furthermore, both operational and strategic activities

are surrounded by information from markets, technology development, legislation etc.

The need of companies for practical methods for opportunity, risk and uncertainty management in innovation (new

business) development triggered the INNORISK project (Meristö et al, 2006). The objective of the INNORISK project

was to develop methods for companies in order to support the decision making related to the taking of existing

technologies into new markets, development of new technologies for existing markets, or creating new technologies

to new markets. The objective has been in activities which take place in the (fuzzy) front end of innovation process,

i.e. before new product development and commercialization stages of innovation development. Decisions done in

the fuzzy front end are of primary importance: studies have shown that most of the important factors affecting the

success of the potential innovation are fixed before the business idea or concept goes to the new product development

phase (Cooper and Edgett, 2005, Kettunen et al, 2007).
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Figure 3.1.  VTT’s INNORISK model for the innovation process (Paasi et al, 2008a).
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3.3. VTT Cases in the INNORISK-project

The new business development cases presented in this paper represent all different approaches. All cases started

from an idea of new business opportunity, but the operative development of new innovation (business) applied

totally different approach: one case followed the traditional approach in where concept development was succeeded

by new product development (case conseptualisation), in one case the technology of innovation was already available

in-house but the new business creation required new kind of strategic offering planning for the company (strategic

co-ordination), in one case new technology necessary for the new business was taken over by an acquisition (case

acquisition). Brief descriptions of the cases are given in Tables 3.1-3.3.

The research for finding answers to the research question was done largely in these cases. The INNORISK research

project provided a framework for developing practical methods and tools for the management of opportunities, risks

and uncertainties in the front end of innovation (new business) development, while the real cases at the companies

offered a test bench for the methods and tools. Developed methods to manage uncertainty related to conceptualisation,

strategic co-ordination and commercialisations aspects are given in short in the following chapters. Most of the tools

used are not novel and correspond to current best practices in innovation development. What was novel is the

systematic way how these tools were applied to manage uncertainty in new business development.

Table 3.1  New innovation and business development cases of the study: Case Conseptualisation.

Case Conseptualisation

Company and goals: A medium size company, manufacturing different kinds of products to keep manufacturing

environment of high-tech companies in order, was looking for new business. The opportunity they saw was to create

value to their products by adding new technology into them.

Type of innovation and new business: With new technology they looked for new solutions (a product or product

family) challenging the existing one: at first to existing markets, later on maybe also on new markets.

Steps of the work and examples of tools used: The work started with scanning of potential technologies as well

as market needs in a future. The survey produced lots of material and a few business opportunities for more detailed

analysis. The material was analysed with the help of various tools, including roadmapping and opportunity balance

matrix. Some early ideas of product concepts were generated while still analysing the opportunities. Three alternative

futures were created for the opportunities in order to evaluate their business potential after 5-10 years (it was

estimated that it may take 5 years to commercialise the ideas). Finally one opportunity was selected for more thorough

concept development including iterative steps of idea generation and enrichment, concept elaboration and business

potential analysis. Concept elaboration was guided by transparent criteria of idea and concept evaluation. The criteria

also forced to take into account various kinds of uncertainties and make actions in order to manage them.

Role of decision makers: Top management of the company was strongly involved with the process. That was very

important because lots of important strategic decision will be done during the fuzzy front end stage of innovation

and new business development. Active involvement with the process made it possible for the decision makers to

have a good vision of opportunities and risks related to the new (potential) business and managerial actions required

in order to manage them.
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Table 3.2 New innovation and business development cases of the study: Case Strategic co-ordination.

Case Strategic co-ordination

Company and goals: A medium size technology company wanted to renew their business so that, instead of project

deliveries, they would offer products and by this way to improve their value capturing. The product development of

the company was strongly guided by requirements of individual customers. Therefore, new products that were

launched into markets were likely applicable for very limited amount of customers. Investments made into the new

product development did not give maximal growth for the business. Individual customer driven new product

development had also caused that personnel resources were spread too thinly between several ongoing projects

resulting in elongation of the lead-times of these projects, and accordingly, increased risk for economic losses.

Type of innovation and new business: At first the expectations of company’s representatives were that they

should concentrate only on management of the product performance issues. During the process, the development

of the life cycle services and delivery channel unveiled more and more attractive opportunities for new business

creation.

Steps of the work and examples of tools used: It was decided to develop offering planning and portfolio

management processes in the company so that they could minimise the economic risk related to new product

development investments and to enhance the resource management in these operations. The offering planning

process started by the definition of current product offering in one business line. It helped in unifying the viewpoints

between company’s representatives involved in the process. The next task was the recognition of future targets.

Thereafter, steps and actions filling the gap between state-of-the-art and future vision were defined. What was actually

done was a roadmap for the offering of the company in the future.

Role of decision makers: The work was initiated by the top management of the company. They were also active

in the process, for example, by making the recognition of future targets and especially in the definition of the most

important decision-making criteria. The hard work in creation of the offering planning was executed by business

leadership team. This team was comprised of directors and managers from product business, sales and R&D.
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3.4. Conceptualisation

Conceptualisation is an expression used for describing the fuzzy front end of innovation process. The development

of new lines of business starts from the recognition of an opportunity. What follows is more or less fuzzy, and therefore

the front end of innovation process is often called as the fuzzy front end. On the other hand, the front end is not

uncontrollable. Managing (or co-ordinating) the front end is the key for successful innovation. Many important factors

affecting the success potential of a radical innovation creating new business are already fixed before the innovation

project enters the new product development stage. In order to manage the front end, it must be modelled. This

means that phases, elements, and decision points should be identified, inputs and outputs to and from each phase

should be defined, and information used at decision points should be identified, etc. A practical proactive risk

management procedure for the uncertainty management in the front end should guide the creativity in the front end

by using a handful of simple rules and tools which allow simultaneous and systematic analysis of the opportunities

and threats. At the same time, it should enhance the conceptualisation process and minimize the risk of submitting

false projects (i.e. projects for products or services that are not likely to obtain commercial success) into the new

product development and commercialisation stages.

Table 3.3 New innovation and business development cases of the study: Case Acquisition.

Case Acquisition

Company and goals: A large technology company had identified a new market need and a related opportunity

of new business in global markets. The need was arisen from an increased threat of terrorism in logistics and

resulting changes in security legislation. Fast transformation of the market need into a real business offering with

product characteristics fulfilling the market need would mean significant benefit in global markets.

Type of innovation and new business: With new technology, the company looked for a new product concept

to meet the new requirements: at first to U.S. markets, later on also on new global markets. The need to develop

life cycle services based on the new product concept created a totally new opportunity for new business.

Steps of the work and examples of tools used: The work started by a detailed analysis of the identified market

need and the business opportunity related to need. Check-lists were used to consider uncertainties related to the

new business opportunity. The analysis was supplemented by surveys of security-technologies, patents and

competitors. Roadmapping techniques were used in linking market need, technological possibilities and business

drivers with time. Commercialisation viewpoints play a high role in the analysis. Development of product concept

was straightforward after the analysis. The next step was a preliminary business case analysis in where the maturity

of technology as well networking required in the product concept were evaluated. The analysis resulted in a decision

to take over the technology required by an acquisition. Acquisition is always accompanied by risks but it was

evaluated that costs and risks of acquisition were smaller than those related to the development of the technology

in-house. Benefit of shortening the time-to-markets was also in favour for acquisition.

Role of decision makers: Analyses were done in expert groups consisting of top managers (i.e. the decision

makers), marketing and product managers, external new technology, security and risk management experts. Active

involvement of the decision makers in the analysis allowed them to have a broad and realistic image about

opportunities and risks related to the new (potential) business.
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Figure 3.2  Overview of key elements, tools and procedures in the uncertainty management model for the front end
stage of radical innovation development (Paasi et al. 2007). Critical decision points are indicated by an asterisk. In
the core of the model there are the five elements of New Concept Development model (Koen et al. 2002).

We have applied tools and procedures for the management of uncertainty into the elements of NCD in order to gain

a proactive uncertainty management model (Paasi et al, 2007). Critical decision points at the front end are indicated

by an asterisk. Typically, most of the decision making occurs only at the gate preceding new product development.

In our model, part of the crucial decision making has been brought forward into earlier phases of the front end. The

driving idea of our uncertainty management model has been to develop tools, procedures and criteria for the uncertainty

management at these important decision points and, by this way, increase the possibility of successful product launch

in the future. Early decision making also supports the effective use of resources throughout the innovation process.

The elements of the NCD model, and how the uncertainty management can be conducted are described in more

detail elsewhere (Paasi et al, 2008a).
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The New Concept Development (NCD) presented in Figure 3.2 provides a good and generic starting point for the

management of conceptualisation / fuzzy front end stage. The NCD consists of five elements: 1) opportunity recognition,

2) opportunity analysis, 3) idea generation and enrichment, 4) idea selection, and 5) concept definition (Koen et al,

2002). Foresight and market studies supplies input into the NCD engine. R&D is an interactive link to research which

may cover a large network of players. The NCD engine starts with an idea for a new business opportunity, but it

thereafter does not have to proceed in the given order. The idea remains in the engine until the concept is ready -

both in technological and business aspects. A concept is in our work understood to be a well-defined form: including

its primary features and customer benefits, an understanding of the technology needed, and the defined business

idea (case) about how the company will profit by the foreseen product or service defined by the concept. Sometimes

it may be necessary to rotate several cycles, and even revisit the foresight and market information or Networks and

R&D, before the concept is ready for the gate decision preceding New Product Development (NPD) or other action

(kill, recycle, hold, sell).
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Figure 3.3. Offering planning and portfolio management activities (adapted from Patterson, 2005).
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3.5. Strategic co-ordination

Strategic guidance or co-ordination is very important when companies are creating new lines of business. We have

proceeded to the strategic viewpoint by applying the approach of portfolio management. Portfolio management is

about project prioritization and resource allocation to achieve new product objectives for the company. It is a dynamic

decision process wherein the list of active new products (offerings) and R&D projects (utilisation of capital and human

resources) is constantly revised. It is also about finding and maintaining the right balance between short-term offerings

and projects supporting current lines of business, and long-term offerings and projects that create new business. The

target of the strategic co-ordination by portfolio management is simply: Do the right projects!

In the INNORISK project we have sought ways to implement strategic co-ordination by portfolio management in a

light, practical way and keeping the emphasis on the process of offering planning and portfolio management. The

framework used in the INNORISK model of strategic co-ordination is given in Figure 3.3.
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The offering planning process starts by the definition of current product offering in one (or more) business line. The

next task involves the recognition of future targets, and is done by the members of the business leadership team.

Thereafter, steps and actions for filling the gap between the state-of-the-art and future vision are defined. What is

actually done is a roadmap for the offering of the company in the future. By applying the steps given above, a

company will be able to create a strategic plan for new products (including services) and technologies that respond

to the company strategy. The offering plan will be used as a guiding input for conseptualisation, because it sets a

desired framework for the future product and technology investments. The results of the opportunity planning include:

• Roadmaps of future products and services

• Roadmaps for future technology targets

• Recognized business opportunities, i.e. proposals of new products or technology objectives for the current

  project portfolio.

The development of portfolio management processes needs to be done alongside the offering planning process, and

includes methods and tools for portfolio assessment, resource management and portfolio review as well as criteria

for decision making covering all critical decision making points of the entire innovation process (Paasi et al 2008a).

3.6. Co-ordination of commercialisation

Commercialisation is often understood to be the final stage of innovation process: 1) fuzzy front end, 2) new product

development, and 3) commercialisation. Commercialisation-related data is typically only brought to the fore in the

later phases of a new product development process, by which time most of the important factors affecting the success

of the potential innovation are already fixed. This is often due to the fact that the commercialisation data of a new

innovation is of a very uncertain and variable nature, and especially the revenue expectations are unpredictable in

the chaotic fuzzy front end where the performance features, etc. affecting the attractiveness of the innovation are

fixed. The commercialisation aspect should, therefore, be considered more strongly already at the fuzzy front end

stage of innovation development. Practical risk management tools and procedures for the commercialisation

management of innovations were developed, in particular for the development of innovations where one aims to

deliver a product, process or service with unprecedented performance features (Luoma, 2007 and 2008).

An example of tool developed in the project is given in Figure 3.4. It is a risk map of commercialisation covering

factors that should be consider in the front end of innovation process (Luoma et al, 2008). It provides a basis for

considering commercialisation risks and thereby offers important information for decision making. A risk map provides

the company a clear general overview of the risks that threaten its operation (SME Risk Management Toolkit, 2002)

and, on the other hand, of the opportunities that the company may face. Companies applying the risk map should

carefully consider which factors in the sample risk map are critical to them, or whether any important factors are

missing. According to Ulleberg (1993) the categorisation and evaluation of vulnerability risk factors is best done by

a multidisciplinary team where different experts provide valuable approaches to the opportunities and threats.
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3.7. Conclusions

The focus of this chapter is in the development of practical methods and tools for the management of opportunities,

risks and uncertainties in new business creation. In order to ensure the functionality of the methods and tools, the

work has been done in close collaboration with companies (both SMEs and large corporations). The guiding principle

behind the work has been to apply the generic methodology of risk management to challenges related to new

business creation.

New business creation starts from the recognition of a new business opportunity. Before the opportunity could be

evolved into an innovation, we need a strong ability to make important strategic decisions, a capability to conceptualise

the opportunity and to transform it into the final product, process or service, and to manage risks related to

commercialisation. A major challenge related to all this is the question of timing. The INNORISK model aims to support

decision making in companies at critical points of the innovation process. The methods help companies to identify

phases and elements in their innovation process where specific managerial or development actions are needed. As

a result, the fuzzy front end of the innovation process is no longer so fuzzy. When elements and critical decision points

in the front end have been identified, and information as well as decision criteria needed have been defined, the

front end becomes controllable and actions for new business creation can be managed.
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Figure 3.4  Commercialisation risk map supporting decision making in the front end of innovation development
(Luoma et al., 2008).
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4. Usability Evaluation of the INNORISK model
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ABSTRACT -  The evaluation of the INNORISK-project’s results stressed the importance of the opportunity identification

and other activities of the innovation process’ front end. The front end is the phase where initial ideas are created

and where the innovations are thus born. However, the significance of the other end i.e. the commercialization phase

was also recognized. The open innovation paradigm highlights the importance of the innovations born outside the

company. This is in line with the evaluation’s notion that the customers are the most important source of innovations.

Keywords: project evaluation, innovation process, innovation sources

In order to evaluate and verify our results of the INNORISK project we sent a web based survey to the contact persons

of companies and research groups who have been involved in Tekes’s Liito programme. 25 persons replied and they

were representing both business and academia. According to the study, commercialization was considered as the

most challenging phase of the innovation process (Figure 4.1). The study also confirmed that early phases have an

important role in the innovation process: futures research & foresight was the second challenging phase. The third

place was shared with concept design and strategic focus.

Figure 4.1. The most challenging phases of the innovation process (max 3 phases per each respondent).

 20 % 40 % 60 % 80 % 100 %

1. Challenge management 6 24,00 %  

2. Future research and foresight 13 52,00 %  

3. Concept design 11 44,00 %  

4. R&D 3 12,00 %  

5. Market analysis 6 24,00 %  

6. Commercialization 15 60,00 %  

7. Strategic focus 11 44,00 %  
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Figure 4.2. The importance of the early phases of the innovation process.

The survey showed that respondents have used several different methods for innovation activities (Figure 4.3). The

most frequently used method was brain-storming sessions, which was used for several different purposes but most

often for idea generation and enrichment. The wide range of different used methods confirmed our perception that

there is need for a tool box so that you can choose appropriate tools case-specifically.

Figure 4.3. Tools and methods used for foresight and innovation activities.

The respondents also estimated the importance of the early phases of the innovation process (Figure 4.2).  All the

phases were considered important or very important, opportunity identification being the most important phase.

Have you used the following tools and methods?

Yes (Value: 1) No (Value: 0)

Brain-storming sessions (avg: 0,96) 100 %
 
Multidisciplinary environmental scanning, e.g. PESTE (avg: 0,52) 100 %

Expert opinion surveys, e.g. Delfoi (avg: 0,45) 100 %

Patent analysis (avg: 0,27) 100 %

Technology roadmaps (avg: 0,77) 100 %
 
Scenario analysis (avg: 0,71) 100 %
 
Market analysis (avg: 0,78) 100 %
 
Consumer behavior analysis (avg: 0,65) 100 %
 
Risk analysis (avg: 0,70) 100 %
 

65 % 35 %

= Yes, have used = No, have not used

Not impor-
tant at all
(Value: 0)

Not so
important
(Value: 1)

Important
(Value: 2)

Very
important
(Value: 3)

 

Opportunity identification (avg: 2,79) 100 %

Opportunity analysis (avg: 2,24) 100 %

Idea generation and enrichment (avg: 2,48) 100 %

Idea selection (avg: 1,92) 100 %

Concept design (avg: 2,29) 100 %

0 % 7 % 51 % 41 %

  = Not important at all = Not so important = Important = Very important
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The new ideas are often born in more or less casual every day interaction between coworkers. This way, the main

source of innovation may also in the future be company’s own personnel. However, the importance of outside the

company innovation sources is growing. This development is accelerated by the new increasingly networked business

models adapted by the companies. The innovations are born in the networks formed by companies, universities,

research institutions and other organizations. The survey conducted in the project supported this notion, as the results

showed that company’s customers and suppliers are considered to be the two most important sources of innovation

(Fig. 4.4). The survey results also validated the notion, that science has an important role as a source of innovation.

This is true especially in the very technologically intensive industries. However, the weight that the survey respondents

gave to new entrants was somewhat of a surprise. Still, it is evident that the new entrants to some well established

markets create disruption, which may eventually lead to radical innovations whether in business models, products

or in both. The survey results showed that analogy models from other industries are not considered to me among

the most important sources of innovations. Although, in the case of some mature low-growth industry it could be

worth while to examine analogies from other more dynamic industries. Legislation’s role as a source of innovation

was considered to be relatively unimportant. However, in some heavily regulated markets or industries legislation

and regulation surely have a very important role (Bommer M. and Jalajas D.S. 2004).

Figure 4.4. Importance of the innovation sources outside the company.

The sources of innovations are more often outside the company. The adaption of the open innovation paradigm is

accelerating this development. The companies are expanding their innovation processes into global networks. Thereby,

the innovation creation is no longer exclusive responsibility of the management or product development personnel.

As the focus of finding new ideas is shifting towards the accurate foresight of the customer preferences and the end-

user needs, especially the marketing personnel have an important role in mediating the changes in customer needs

to the company’s innovation process. The company can utilize its networks when searching meaningful interpretation

to the question: What does these market changes mean to the company’s business in the future and where does

the innovation opportunities lie? (IBM 2006; Hippel E. 2005)

Not impor-
tant at all
(Value: 0)

Not so
important
(Value: 1)

Important
(Value: 2)

Very
important
(Value: 3)

 

Customers (avg: 2,76) 100 %

Suppliers (avg: 2,24) 100 %

Substitutes (avg: 1,63) 100 %

Competitors (avg: 1,88) 100 %

New entrants (avg: 2,12) 100 %

Analogies (avg: 1,63) 100 %

Science (avg: 1,96) 100 %

Legislation (avg: 1,16) 100 %

(avg: 2,33) 100 %

5 % 21 % 50 % 24 %

  = Not important at all = Not so important = Important = Very important
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Steering group members 2006-2009

Barbro Back, Åbo Akademi

Saara Hassinen, Suomen Bioteollisuus

Heikki Härmälä, Treston Oy

Ilpo Ihanamäki, Tekes

Antti Kaunonen, Metso Automation, currently Voith AG (member till 2007)

Pertti Laine, Metsäteollisuus ry (member till 2008)

Pekka Lammassaari, Fastems Oy

Esa Lindqvist, Varsinais-Suomen TE-keskus

Keijo Parviainen, Kalmar Industries, (member till 2007)

Hanna Pihkola, KCL (member 2008 –)

Jari Riihilahti, Metso Automation, currently Metso Minerals

Jouko Suokas, VTT

Antro Säilä, Metsäteollisuus ry (member 2008 –)

Jarmo Tuomisto, Kalmar Industries
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Summary

The INNORISK operations model strengthens the renewal of business and

the management of the innovation process by the methods of future research,

technology forecast and risk management. The operations model includes

processes and tools which companies are able to utilize effectively through

the whole innovation and strategy process in order to renew their business.

The framework of the INNORISK operations model illustrates how the business

operations of the company are positioned in the value chain formed by

demand and supply. The supply side is affected by the actors of the industry

through the whole value chain, including strategies, resources and visions

of the suppliers. The demand side includes factors such as the structure of

the market, the competitive situation and other competitors, the growth of

the market, volume and market potential alongside with the end users.

Both sides are naturally regulated by laws and statutes but they are also

affected by NGOs, values and attitudes, opportunities brought by new

technologies, environmental challenges or economic changes. To the business

the aforementioned factors create PESTE challenges which in other words

are political, economic, societal, technological and ecological variables.

The INNORISK operations model has been developed together with companies

which represent different industries and different sizes and this report

describes the development work of the operations model by means of

company cases. The companies involved in the cases have benefited in

multiple ways: for instance they have mapped alternative courses of action

for different areas of business; identified the needs of customers; collected

market and user information and created new concepts.

The INNORISK project was a part of Tekes s LIITO-program, 1/2006–2/2009.


